
PEEL
Carefully peel back tab 

to separate foil lid and filter 

from cup.

RECYCLE
Recycle your BoltTM pack’s plastic cup

The BoltTM pack is HOT after 

brewing. Please allow it to cool.

COOL

       Consistent quality and
great taste brewed 
                 in every carafe.

THE BOLTTM PACKS

Carafe 
Brewing System

For more information, please contact  your coffee representat ive.

The sealed Bolt™ packs keep 

coffee grounds fresh. 

Since the coffee is pre-measured, 

your freshly brewed coffee 

will always have the excellent,

consistent taste the Keurig® 

brand is known for.



Discover our gourmet coffees available for the
Bolt™ Carafe Brewing System

For more information, please contact  your coffee representat ive.

Carafe 
Brewing System

     BREAKFAST BLEND – LIGHT 

Breakfast Blend is one of our most 
popular blends. Bright, sweet, and 
engaging, it's our favourite way to start 
the day. A snappy, crisp, and citrusy 
Central American profile meets the 
sweetness, body, and depth of an 
Indonesian bean to create a classic 
and vibrant New England breakfast cup.

     VERMONT COUNTRY BLEND™ 
      MEDIUM

State of the art. Vermont Country BlendTM 
is a magical mix of light and dark roasts, 
resulting in coffee that is sweet, rich, and 
aromatic. Created as a tribute to our 
home state, it was specially crafted to 
comfort and inspire. No wonder it's one 
of our most popular blends. 

     DARK MAGIC™ – DARK

Our Dark Magic® Extra Bold coffee 
offers the rich aromatics and flavour 
qualities of espresso. Its deep, dark and 
intense personality is balanced by a 
spellbinding complexity and a subtle 
sweetness. Ideal with just a hint of milk.

Since 1919, Van Houtte®  founder’s 
know-how has been shining with its 
premium quality arabica coffees.

From high atop ancient mountain
ranges to lush Amazonian rainforests
to Parisian cafés, Timothy’s® is your
passport to discovering the world
of coffee.

     ORIGINAL HOUSE BLEND
      MEDIUM

True to our founder's original recipe, this
after-roast blend offers the fleeting 
acidity of a light coffee with just a hint 
of spice and woodsy notes found in dark 
roasted coffee.

     ORIGINAL HOUSE BLEND
     DECAFFEINATED – MEDIUM

This medium roast decaffeinated coffee
offers a light acidity, a slightly spicy 
flavour and a pleasant body. True to our 
original recipe - only without the caffeine.

     COLOMBIAN – DARK

Colombian coffee is second to none
for the aficionado's palate.
Dark roasted, this bold
coffee unveils a rich
aroma intensified by its
fruity notes and fragrance.

     ITALIAN BLEND – MEDIUM

Experience a renaissance of sweet
flavour, smoky undertones and full body 
in this smooth, light espresso blend. A 
masterful creation of European roasting. 
Salute!

     FRENCH VANILLA – MEDIUM

On the streets of Paris, there’s nothing 
more enticing than the vanilla-rich 
aromas that drift out of every corner 
pâtisserie. We’ve captured that distinctly 
French flavour in this indulgent treat. 
Bon appétit!
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From carefully sourcing and roasting 
the high quality beans, to supporting 
small farms and protecting the 
environment, Green Mountain Coffee® 
focuses on what’s important.


